
The Durham Voice
Digital Media Experience



Overview +
Design Challenge

Durham is a dynamic city located in North Carolina. With
art, culture, and history intertwined, the city is constantly
changing. 

With these changes come challenges. Housing, the
environment, politics, etc. The people of Durham need to
feel connected to their community by being updated
with the necessary information about things relevant to
their livelihoods, as well as the city they belong to.

How might we design a website that embraces Durham
and reports on Durham citizens’ most pressing issues? 



Initial Usability
Testing
Pros:
+ Quality of articles
+ Labelling of articles

Cons:
Not user-friendly design
Confusing hierarchy
Endless scroll
No navigation on mobile



Audience Analysis Chart

During this process, AI was used to assist generating a
somewhat accurate analysis of the Durham population.
This chart gives an overview of the population, but did

not detail exactly its sources, a full version of the
audience analysis can be found here 

As I was unable to travel to Durham at this time, I mainly
observed potential users at UNC-Chapel Hill, fitting the

student population who is technologically inclined
population that overlaps with part of Durham’s population

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16dMJZzhxvq5myY-6A-CgN00Sdr83ESEfiNgHeekWxqM/edit


Persona Poster & Empathy Map
Taylor was a persona created by AI after being

asked to generate several personas of the Durham
population. I decided to choose Taylor as they
represent the person I conducted my listening
session with, a young, passionate, tech-savvy,
community-forward person living in Durham

My listening session informed me that young people
are the driving force that keeps Durham forward.

They are extremely driven and eager to give back.
They have ideas on how to make the city better and

are vocal about social issues. 



Card Sorting

What I learned from the sorting is that there is no one
way for all users to categorize everything identically.
They can have the same process that yields similar
results, but it is ultimately up to the UX designer to
put what the users sorted out into tangible products. If
II had more time to conduct more card sorts, then I
could really verify this belief. This thought came to
mind when I was doing cart sorting for my partner. But
I learned that users require much more than what
meets the eye, so I have to keep my design simple
enough to users, but also contain enough information
for them.



Task Flows

Task 1: typing a comment on an article in the politics section

Task 2: look at details for a local event in the calendar

I created two task flows that I feel like users would utilize the most on this digital media
experience. There are multiple ways that users could approach either task, depending on

how they typically use media sites.  
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Homepage
The Durham Voice’s logo, served as the main navigation to the site’s homepage

Hamburger button opening to the site’s full navigation menu

Link to most recent article - since the Durham Voice’s articles are written mostly by
journalism students, and not professional journalists, it is impractical to have a “breaking
news” article or most important article up first, because they might be outdated, hence
organizing it chronologically is more practical and ensures the newness of each article

Other recent articles for users to easily read what has recently been written about
Durham

Articles organized by topics - as users scroll they will see similar designs, this helps
them easily access a specific topic they are interested in while still being on the
homepage.

Full interactive link can be accessed here

https://xd.adobe.com/view/2c1f5c9a-3585-464a-b5f9-10293f7d4c39-794c/screen/2618cd06-0247-4918-a91d-fd74b1e4e42c
https://xd.adobe.com/view/2c1f5c9a-3585-464a-b5f9-10293f7d4c39-794c/screen/b73dc0a8-f3c5-48c1-82bc-e9655a4dda10
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Navigation menu
The Durham Voice’s logo, served as the main navigation to the site’s homepage

Hamburger button opening to the site’s full navigation menu

Search bar that tugged away in navigation tab - makes overall look clean and users still
have full capability to use the website

A donation button (omitted idea) because I thought as a not-for-profit page, the Durham
Voice might need some monetary support to keep running. Soon after Dr. Ruel’s
comment, I realized that this was not the case, and I chose to focus on other aspects of
the Durham Voice that makes it unique that I will discuss later on

Topics also serve as drop-down menus for micro-topics. 

Full interactive link can be accessed here

https://xd.adobe.com/view/2c1f5c9a-3585-464a-b5f9-10293f7d4c39-794c/screen/2618cd06-0247-4918-a91d-fd74b1e4e42c
https://xd.adobe.com/view/2c1f5c9a-3585-464a-b5f9-10293f7d4c39-794c/screen/b73dc0a8-f3c5-48c1-82bc-e9655a4dda10
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Article page
The Durham Voice’s logo, served as the main navigation to the site’s homepage

Hamburger button opening to the site’s full navigation menu

Headline of article presenting hierarchy - easy to read & content of article being smaller
and more detailed. Any assisting images will take up the width of the page to ensure
mobile users are able to view them clearly

Some details about journalist writing the article

Full interactive link can be accessed here

https://xd.adobe.com/view/2c1f5c9a-3585-464a-b5f9-10293f7d4c39-794c/screen/2618cd06-0247-4918-a91d-fd74b1e4e42c
https://xd.adobe.com/view/2c1f5c9a-3585-464a-b5f9-10293f7d4c39-794c/screen/b73dc0a8-f3c5-48c1-82bc-e9655a4dda10
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Accessing & leaving comments
At the bottom of each article, users can access comments left by others by clicking on this
button, which opens up a tab for them to view all comments

Text box for users to leave comments in

Button to close tab

Sorting options for comments

Comments include information about users, including where they are reading from, to
entice a sense of community

Full interactive link can be accessed here
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https://xd.adobe.com/view/2c1f5c9a-3585-464a-b5f9-10293f7d4c39-794c/screen/b73dc0a8-f3c5-48c1-82bc-e9655a4dda10
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Local Events Details

Search bar option if users what to look for a specific event happening in Durham

Interactive calendar that allows users to move through months and select a specific
date to read what events are happening on that day

List of events happening on the day of user’s choice

Full interactive link can be accessed here
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The Durham Voice’s logo, served as the main navigation to the site’s homepage

Hamburger button opening to the site’s full navigation menu

https://xd.adobe.com/view/2c1f5c9a-3585-464a-b5f9-10293f7d4c39-794c/screen/b73dc0a8-f3c5-48c1-82bc-e9655a4dda10
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Local Events Details

Search bar option if users what to look for a specific event happening in Durham

Closing tab to return to calendar

Link to website of host entity

Details of event, including poster, location, time, and description for users to know more
without leaving the site

Button to navigate between events happening close to each other

Full interactive link can be accessed here
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The Durham Voice’s logo, served as the main navigation to the site’s homepage

Hamburger button opening to the site’s full navigation menu
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Website Venture
& Professor’s
Comments

All of the steps presented before were done before I
did a full head dive on the Durham Voice website.
Simply put, I did not read all of the articles that were
written in the Fall 2023 semester that were on the site.
After finally sitting down and looking over all of the
articles, as well as listening to feedback from Dr. Ruel,
I realized that there are some issues I failed to
address in my original wireframes, those being:

Student journalists are an integral
part to the Durham Voice website &
experience
Specific categorization of articles on
the Durham Voice website 
No need for any donation - focus
more on the user’s experience when
navigating through articles



Hi-fidelity
mockup

With that said, I made some new additions and
changes to the first interactive mockup to reflect
my new finding as well as Dr. Ruel’s feedback

I created a logo and UI Kit & color palette to
reflect Durham alongside some test UI Elements
that enhances readability.

UI Kit

Full prototype can be found here

https://xd.adobe.com/view/17c70f29-ac55-4e94-bd49-7ad01a555bf9-4294/screen/d7c8b37e-22fd-405e-886a-c2b9bde05bd5/
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mockup

Homepage
Most of the layout stayed the same
as my wireframes, with the addition
of a “meet the journalists” tab to
emphasize the student journalists
who are reporting about Durham, and
is made interactive so that users can
learn more about them.

Full prototype can be found here

https://xd.adobe.com/view/17c70f29-ac55-4e94-bd49-7ad01a555bf9-4294/screen/d7c8b37e-22fd-405e-886a-c2b9bde05bd5/
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Events calendar page
Events search bar if users wanted to look for a
specific event, and an “add event” button if any
event organizers wanted to promote their event

Fully interactive calendar with navigation
from month to month and users can
choose a specific date to view events

List of events happening on a certain
date & information about them

Pop-up element that allows users to view full
details about an event of their choosing,
including a website button that will take them to
an external site to learn more about an event



User Testing
& Results

For user testing, I gave them three tasks:
 To look for an article in the Arts section1.
 To look for details of an event happening on
December 7th

2.

To find Hannah Adams’s reflection3.

Overall, the three user tests I ran came back with
positive results. No one took too long to do any
tasks, and all three said that the site was easy to
navigate and it took them little time to complete
the tasks.

However, the site is not without flaws. One user
said that they wished the site had a footer to
cease the endless scroll, and all three couldn’t
find exactly what I wanted for the second task.
Additionally, only one was able to find Hannah
Adams’s reflection

With those things in mind, I did some minor
changes to my design.

The full test can be found here

https://app.usertesting.com/workspaces/2423357/study/4931212/details?shared_via=link&share_id=p0fUBVITQh


Deliberations & Changes 

Changed the color of
journalist name from navy
blue to red to signify that it is
clickable

Adjusted event dates to
accurately represent calendar
choices to help users easily
navigate and learn more details

Despite receiving feedback about the endless scroll, I decided not to add a
footer to this prototype. I feel like it is not an integral part that I wanted to
emphasize during my design, and its purpose can be figured out after the

digital experience is figured out. 

Full prototype can be found here

https://xd.adobe.com/view/17c70f29-ac55-4e94-bd49-7ad01a555bf9-4294/screen/d7c8b37e-22fd-405e-886a-c2b9bde05bd5/


Thanks for listening!


